Statistical significance analysis of nuclear magnetic resonance-based metabonomics data.
Use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based metabonomics to search for human disease biomarkers is becoming increasingly common. For many researchers, the ultimate goal is translation from biomarker discovery to clinical application. Studies typically involve investigators from diverse educational and training backgrounds, including physicians, academic researchers, and clinical staff. In evaluating potential biomarkers, clinicians routinely use statistical significance testing language, whereas academicians typically use multivariate statistical analysis techniques that do not perform statistical significance evaluation. In this article, we outline an approach to integrate statistical significance testing with conventional principal components analysis data representation. A decision tree algorithm is introduced to select and apply appropriate statistical tests to loadings plot data, which are then heat map color-coded according to P score, enabling direct visual assessment of statistical significance. A multiple comparisons correction must be applied to determine P scores from which reliable inferences can be made. Knowledge of means and standard deviations of statistically significant buckets enabled computation of effect sizes and study sizes for a given statistical power. Methods were demonstrated using data from a previous study. Integrated metabonomics data assessment methodology should facilitate translation of NMR-based metabonomics discovery of human disease biomarkers to clinical use.